Vru. The Crossroad of Traditions
l.

T'ien, Heaven

a. Confucian Heaven
There is no general agreement on whether Confrrcius should be regarded as an agnostic
or a religious man or something in between. However, certain of Confucius's personal
attitudes concerning Heaven can be seen in the Analects.
According to the Analects, in the past the legitimation of the king's authority was

originated by Heaven: it was transcendental. Confucius's own virtue, Te, also had a
tr¿nscendental origin and foundation, which resulted in protective and powerful Te.
Confucius personalized the culture inherited from king \Men in himself. Heaven did
not want to destroy the culture, and so Confucius, too, was safe.
It was important for Confucius's self-identity that he is recognized by Heaven. His
studies are a tool to strengthen his transcendentally based sense of identity.

In addition to the fact that Confucius's self-identity had a clear heavenly or
transcendental dimension, he had developed himself as a moral agent towards autonomy
and freedom.

Confucius had a calling from Heaven, an active mission to introduce his doctrines to
those in power. Confucius was fully conscious of this mandate and this knowledge led
to an awe-insprring attitude towards it. Confucius, horrever, had not received the
heavenly mandate in the same way Íilr the kings. His relationship towards the mandate
was to know it as a task given to him by Heaven.

When he experienced disappointments because his doctrines were not acc€,pted by
the rulers, Confucius neither deplored inexplicable Heaven, nor started to consider
whether his personal virtue had any fault in it. He only wanted to pursue his studies

with the aim of being recognized by Heaven.
rl9hen he encountered the disfavor of Heaven, Confucius did not start to ponder the
r€{¡sons fon such actions by Heaven. He simply submitæd himself to Heaven's will.

In Confucius's mind prayer is a delicaæ matter. The relationship towards Heaven
has to be ethically spotless, otherwise prayer

is

impossible.
C-onfucius believed that there is Heaven, which is the ultimate basis of things in the
natural world and which also mainains the whole of this world. This same Heaven is
also the ultimate basis of Confucius himself and for what he is doing. However,
Confucius did not define this Heaven more cleady. It was a knowledge of Heaven's
existence and influence, a strong feeling ofpersonal dependency from Heaven, but it
was not a philosophical or theological system of thought about Heaven and about the
essence ofHeaven.

To a large exûent C-onfucius was silent about Heaven, but this silence did not mean

t&

denial; it meant apprcval.

Of the greatest importance seems to be Confucius's personal identity which was
strongly based on Heaven. This identity did not lead to detailed and well a¡ticulate
knowledge about Heaven. This identity, however srong it may have been, left a certain
space for intellectual agrrosticism for not knowing much about Heaven.

In metaphorical terms, one may say that Confucius was like an intellectual trce,
which knows that it grows in soil and that the soil is necessary for its existence and
well being, and that the soil has givør it the task of growing and of giving life to other
trees as well, but that the tree does not know what the qualities of the soil it is growing
in a¡e.

b. The Distribution of Characteristics of T'ien in the Analects
Cha¡acteristic, Number of the book

l, I l, 6

Confucius's attitude towards the spirits
Heaven and the past

Old mythical kingsand Heaven.
Yao has Heaven as a standard 8
Shun isordained by Heaven 20
Confucius's heavenly identity and confession, favorable Heaven.
Confucius's protective Te is from Heaven 7
Heaven prot€cts Confucius and the culture of Wen Wang 9
Heaven knows Confucius 14
The call or task of Confucius and Heaven
Heaven uses C.onfucius

¿¡s

a sage and

a

"wooden

bell" 9, 3

Heavenly mandaæ and Confucius 2, 16

Tien Ming
A Gentleman,

a small man and

Tien Ming

16

Life and death are a matterqf Þsiny 12
Ming: deathandillness; faæ- 6, 6,9,
Providence 12, 17

Unfavuable Heaven and C.ørñ¡cius
Confi¡cius is not employed, but is known by Heaven 14,
C-rnfucius submits himælf to that wrong action er¡o&es heavenly aager 6
Yen Yäan dieq Conñ¡cius said: "H@ven has bereft me' I I

Communicatiqr with Heavqr
Guilt against Heaven prohibits p,rayers 3
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Prayer 7,9
Heaven doesnotspeak l7
Confucius says little about the way of Heaven 5
The table shows that all the main characteristics except that of prayer appear to a
greater or lesser extent both in the reliable and less reliable parts of the Analects.
Confucius's personal attitude towards Heaven is well established in the reliable strata of
the

texl
The less genuine parts of tlte Analecls a¡e æmpratively little ooncerned with developing

the doctrines about Heaven. "To be known by Heaven" and heavenly providence and
'Tleaven has bereft me" are from the less reliable parts. The former is closely related to
Confucius's call or task and the latter to wrong action evoking heavenly anger. These
are well established also in the more reliable straa of the text.
The corresponding list about Tien in Shu Ching, p.223 of part I of the present
study, shows that the Chou-ideology was well e,çablished in the early Chou documents.
"Heavenly characteristics and functions which concern Chou in particular, its specific
administration and its specific legitimization, such as Heaven's punitive actions against
Chou, the doctrines regarding the mandate legitimizing Chou govemment and Heavenly
democracy, are not distributed equally throughout Shu Ching, but are clearly recorded
in the eady strata" These cha¡acteristics may be the cleårest innovation in Chou ideology
with the earlier fadition. They gradually disappeared later and the histuically
general features were lefL This is just one theory, which may be confirmed
more
stronger
or disproved by facts brought ùo light by frrrttrer research on Chou thoughL"57o
as oompared

The Analects does not advocate Chou, which speaks about heavenly punishments
used to correct the feulty regime. One would expect that there could be a certain
correspondence between the AnalecS and the later parts of Shu Ching. The only such
correspondenc¡e seems to be the above mentioned Chou ideology, which can be seen
less in the later strata than in the earlier ones in Shu Ching and even less in the
Analects.

If we compare the corresponding list of Tien in Shih ChingsTt we can easily see that
the taæst section of Shih Ching, Kuo Feng, speaks very little about Tien. However,
this section mentions heavenly disfavor concerning an individual and an ofFlcial's
relation to Heaven. Both these topics appear in the Hsiao Ya section, but not in the
earlier ones. As torpics, these are rather important in the Analects as well: Confucius's
own experiørces of heavenly disfavor in the furn of sicl¡ress and the death of Yen Hui
and Confucius's persornal relationship to Heaven ttrrough his identity linked with Heaven,
especially receiving the virnre of Te and call or task of spreading his teaching.

The table does not show any other clea¡ similarities between the topics in specific
strata of the texts. Pray€r in connection with Heaven, which in the Analects app€ars
only in the more reliable parts, is situated in Shih Ching in other sections than in the
moctrcoent soction of Kuo Føtg.
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c. T'ien of Confucius and of Shu Ching
In Shu Ching Heaven rewards a virtuous person and gives him the mandate to rule and
to be the king. Heavenly favor means also grace and blessing, taking care of the
well-being of the people. Heaven punishes by taking the mandate away from the king.
A minister, too, could have a mandate to do his task. In the Analects the ideal kings of
antiquity had a heavenly mandate, but for Confucius the heavenly favor was his mandate,
the intellectual task and mission to spread his doctrines and his virtue, Te which
protected him in danger. Heaven would not take the mandate away from him. Even
when losing his officg Confucius was able to keep his mandate as a moral teacher. The
purpose of his teaching was to consolidate the mandate of the king, the same task as
that of a good minister in ofñce. For the gentleman in the Analects the knowledge of his
mandate helped him to succeod.
Confucius designed his doctrines, including his doctrine of the mandate, for the
helpers and ministers of the ruler. However, for these the relationship with Heaven was
not as important as for the ruler, Son of Heaven. Because of this, Confucius did not
concenüate to any grcat extent on the divine or heavenly matters, although he took the
existence and impofiance of Fanscendenal entities as grarìted.
Shu Ching and the Analects regard Heaven as a presewing potver which maintains
the natural world, and in the case of the Analects, ev€n the culture.

In Shu Ching the ethical basis of Te is that man must qualify in fiont of Heaven, but
in the Analects these qualifications are knowledge and leaming, which a¡e to be darelçed
and a¡e thus consequently incomplete. Te cannot be based on man, es is the case in Shu
Ching, but Heaven favors those people who want to leam.
For Confucius the loss of his favorite disciple was a heavenly severity, but he did
not examine himself for a fault, as he would have done if he had been a follower of the
strict Chou ideology of Shu Ching.
Confucius continued the secular trend of thought which can already be seen to a
small extent in Shu Ching. He wanted to serve men more than Heaven. However, he
continues the theme of Shu Ching that the ruler and Heaven use officials, and he is one
of these with his personal mission. From this background he built an ideological basis
for the rising shih-class.
In Shu Ching poople are important in the heavenly democracy, according to which
the people could exercise polver over the king on the authority ofHeaven. Confucius
did not advocate democratic ideas in this context-

Conñ¡cius did not regard Heaven as an all-determining entity which leaves no space
fs human inællectual effort b solve the basic questions of the way of life and ethics. In
Shu Ching the ethical behavior of the king and officials is always reflected to Heaven,
to transcendence. Confucius frreed ethics from the bondege of educative punishments
firom Heaven. He left a spoce free for an indepørdent autonomous ahical agørÇ eçecially
for himself as such an agent.
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d. T'ien of Confucius and of Shih Ching
The Analects follows Shih Ching by emphasizing the ancient legendary kings and their
Heavenly Mandaæ. Neither Confucius nor Shih Ching speak about Heaven removing
the mandate in order to punish the unvirtuous king. Shih Ching speaks about good and
bad officials, and criticizes the laner. Confucius has a simila¡polarity: Gentlemen, and

Small men.
Confucius does not speak about Heaven as sreattr, as Shih Ching does, but according
to both Heaven maintains the natural world.
The transcendental foundation ofthe virtue, Te, is not a C.onfucian invention, since
Shu

it is apparent in Shih Ching. Here Confucius follows the Shih Ching but not
Ching.

Shih Ching connects learning with Heaven and virtue, but this is so small a step
towa¡ds intellectualism that Confucius's teaching about learning and knowing cannot be
regarded as repetitions ofthis, but as a Confucian innovation.
In Shih Ching Heaven favors the king, but in the Analects Heaven favors Confucius.

In Shih Ching inexplicable Heaven directs its severity towards individuals and
collectives. This is an inclination towa¡ds determinism. The Confucian themes of despair

and skepticism resemble this. However, since both given value to Prayer, both also
understand that one cân influence the transcendental power by prayer, and the determinism

is not whitewashed.

Heaven was equally important for Confucius's personal self awa¡eness or identity
for many individuals mentioned in Shih Ching.
The following points conneced with Heaven which a¡e important in Shih Ching are
absent from the Analects: the role of woman, the esteem of manied life, the cosmological
fr¿me of reference, the uncertainty of keeping the mandaæ, the collective punishments
as

of Heaven, the king as a connecting agent between tranrendence and immanence.
Most of the Confucian ideas in connection with Heaven follow the traditional lines
more or less. There was a certain intellectual climate which Confucius did not negate.
In this climate Heaven was important, as it was fo,r Confucius.
A new theme in the Analects in the context of Heaven is inællectualism. The ethical
agent is autonomous, free to use his intellectual ability in morals and to adapt himself to
whatever situations may arise. This anitude prepared an area for moral principles rather
than lists of practical dos and don'ts. However, it is wofh noting that the idea of
genenal principlesbefone p'raaical more detailed application or description already exists

in Shih Ching. For C-srfi¡cius this was a philosophic stance which involves understanding
the general principles, the great lines, first.
Confucius did not qpeak much about Heaven, but enough to sho*'that Heaven was
important fo'r him and that his own identity was anchored in Heaven. In this sense he
was a religious man, and intellectually he was a theologian. It was fiom this standpoint
tlìat he developed furttrer

a

value theory, which is reflected in ttre ethical terms he uses.
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e. T'ien of Confucius and of Lao Tzu
The statements about Tien in Lao Tzu are vaguer and fewer and the meaning of the
term is less definiæ than in the Analects.
Heaven in Taoism is a part of creation or natue and not a creative power like Tao or
the mysterious female. In Confuciuds thinking Heaven is a being upon whom Confucius
is dependent.
The withdrawing attitude of the sage is an ethical polarity corresponding to the
feminine root of heaven. Heaven and earth are neutral and act naturally, according to
the virtue of non-contention, or refraining from unnatural action. Close to this is the
idea of retiring, which can be found in Confucianism as well.

The Analects follows the questions about Heaven being positive or negative in its
actions towa¡ds Confucius; Heaven providing a mandate; the historical perpetuity; a
person having a personal relationship with Heaven; and Heaven being a suprreme
functioning subject. l,soTz.t does not follow this. In his cosmological hierarchy heaven
it is subordinated under Tao. Heaven's attitude towa¡ds men is not
discussed in detail, and the relationships between heaven and man in the past and
present is not regarded as an impo:rtant question. In place of these there is the Tien Tao
as a basis of moral and political actions, which is neutral and has no favorites. This is

is not supreme;

not discussed in depth the Analects.

Communication with Heaven both in the Analects and in I¿o Tzu is little doreloped.
In this, both have broken the traditional attitude orpressed in Shu Ching.
In all, in Taoism Tao is the sup¡eme and heaven is inferior with a small initiat letter.
This difference is not only conceptual, for, Tao reprresents an entirely different basis for
everything that Heaven is in Confucius's teaching.

f. T'ien of Confucius and of Mo Tzu
Mo Tzu's methods differ from those of Confucius, who does not refer to such methods.
Mo Tzu legitimaæs ethics through Heaven, and also the heavenly actions a¡e humancentered, performed for the sake of the people. The motivation of ethics in Confucius is
education centere{ whereas Mo Tar regards tlre vir0¡es as ooming from the transcmdence.

In the anitude towa¡ds transcendence, C.onfrrcius regards Heaven as an independent
unity, directly communicating with a human being. Mo Tzu tus added

b

the transændenæ

the spirits, who a¡e betwoen man and heaven. The human being honors heaven, just as

in Confucius, but does not have such a personal relationship towa¡ds Heaven. The
ùo Mo Ta¡ can communicate with the spirits instead"
Mo Tzu says much more about transcendence than Confucius, but he speaks about
them as if they were everyday matters. Confucius seems to have adopted a more
p€rsorìal and meaningfi¡l relatim ùo Heaven. He does not speak mnch about it, but feels
that his personal idsrtity depøds heavily on Heavør.

human being acoording
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2. Te, Virtue
a. Te of Confucius
The Te of the ruler is the universal regulating personal charismatic atFibute of the king

which helps him to govern in a non-coercive way, to exercise his traditional royal
authority, and to unite the country, and to keep it in peace and harmony without
propagating or without advertising his royal superiority. This Te is inherited from the
past.

The Te of the people includes respecting the dead, the "middle use" and is rare
among the people. Favor spoils it. Te of the 'Small people" implies the obedience to
superiors.
The Te of Conñrius has come from Heaven. It has a divine, tnanscendent characteristic,

but its influence is also immanent, since it is a protecting force against an enemy. Te
requires activity, since it can be enlarged However, Confucius had chosen not to
cultivate it properly, but this did not nullify it. This personal Te of Confucius had two
main elements which have some tension between each other: The rational or ethical Te
which could be cultivated by personal effort and Te produced by Heaven, a mysterious

protective force of Te which despite Confucius's personal negligence of the ethical Te,
was active.
Te also has some general definite characteristics. Tao, Jen and the arts are to be
recommended for a person who is Te or virtuous. Te as an object can be respected by
having loyalty and good faith. Te also includes Pao and to perform things profoundly
or to be attentive to hidden or not publicly seen parts of actions when doing them.
Powerful words are compatible with Te, but not clever talk Wealth does not mean that
one is Te.

b. The Disribution of the Characteristics of Te in the Analects

Characteristic

Number of the book

Te of a Ruler

"Pole star", ruling through inactivity 2
Te is more effective than law, harmony 2, 14

Te works as a uniting power 6, 12
The ideal of antiquity, humbleness

TeofChou

t

I

Te of the People

Teof thecommonpeople I
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Te of commsr people and Middle Use 6
The respecttowards thedead I

To spoil the virtue 17
Te of Confucius

Confucius receivedTe from Heaven, Teas aprotecting forcæ 7
The Agent's activity, cultivation of Te 19,7
Te of Confucius had dwindled, criticism 18

TheDefinitive Characæristics of Te

afts 7
To venerate Te 12
I¡yalty and good farth 12,12
To esteem the deeds ofancient heroes 14
ri/ayof speaking 15, 17
Tao, Jen,

One should be genuine 17

To have words is not neoessarily

Reciprocity

Te

14

14

To be wealthy is not neoessarily Te 16
Essential things must be done 13
I-atitude or flexibility is allowed in lesser

mattffi

19

The table shows one quite clear statistical position of dependence: almost all the
definitive charact€ristics appear in the less reliable parts ofthe texl This speals against
the conception that Confucius was a philosopher. In addition, the Te of a ruler and the
people a¡e concentrated mostly in the older parts of the Analects. The philosophically
important notions about the administration of a state and the origins of virn¡e a¡e in the
more reliable parts of the text. This in turn strengtheris the view that Confi¡cius was a
philosopher.
According to this result the developmerit of ideas efter Confr¡cius may have affecæd
the definition of the term Te; especially its relations to other terms may have been
formulatod to a great exÞnt after Confr¡cius. When compæing Te with earlier traditions,
the definitive cha¡acæristics of Confucian Te hardly can be regarded without question
as genuine Confr¡cian innovations. The possible Confucian innovations may be found

in the Te of anrler, of poople and of Confucius, if at all.
The corresponding list of Te in Shu Chinglz shows that üre characteristics of Te are
distributed quite wenly throughout Shu Ching. The definitive characteristics of Te,
which in the Analects a¡e concenhated to the later strata of the tort, are almost non
existent in Shu Ching, the only exception being one identification of Te with Chi,
reaching the highest point

5æ

This absence str€rigthens the ænclusion drawn above.
The list of Te in Shih Ching5Ta shows the concentration of Te to be in the Ta Ya
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section. The definitive characteristics a¡e absent. The only occt¡rrence of Te and Tien
related to each other, Te as heavenly favor or grace, appears in the oldest Sung section.

This provides an early parallel for the Confucian doctrine ofConfucius's personal Te
given to him by Heaven.

c. Te of Confucius and of Shu Ching
Although the Analects is more present-time oriented than Shu Ching, Confucius still
sha¡ed the opinion that the good and ideal rulers of the golden past were essentially
virtuous. Confucius includes humility in this retrospective Te, whereas in Shu Ching
more points of view a¡e included into it, such as its relation to harmony, as a principle
in punishments, and úo the notion of criticism. Aside from these qualitative features Te
also has a quantitative dimension which is included in its protective effect. A similar
protective effect is also in Confucius's personal Te, which is given to him by Heaven.
In both sources Te is a rule/s power and authority. Shu Ching has a milder and
more severe way of exercising this authority. Confucius selecæd the milder way, a
non-coercive method of governing. In his mind Te \{,as an attractive and uniting power
of the ruler who did not need to use compulsion when ruling.
Confucius combined the ethical qualities of Te with the divine ones. These
char¿cteristics can also be seen in the concept of Te in Shu Ching, aspecially in the Te
of man pteasing Heaven in order to arouse Heavenly favor. Confucius's Te starts from
Heaven and is exercised by man as a feedback to Heaven. "Gratia infusa" is followed
by human response to Heaven; this response is the cultivation of virn¡e. Heaven as an

uiginator of Te is not bally

absent from Shu Ching: Heaven has adjusted or determined

the virtue of the people. However, both sources are dissatisfied with the vifue of the
people because its stability or reliability is problematic. Howev€r, Shu Ching values it
as a gæd example !o all, even to the rulers and officials.
In Shu Ching the people's Te refers !o the goodwill between the ruler and the
people. The Analects omits this but describes the ideal religious Te of the people:
proper respect to the dead. As a contrast ûo this, Shu Ching connects the people's Te

with their moderate mat€rial needs. The Te of Confucius, which is originated by
Heaven, somewhat resembles the Te of the people in Shu Ching, because the latter is
determined by Heaven. Here C,onfucius places himself closer

tro the

people than to the

king, whose virtue in Shu Ching was originally from the king himself. Another
resemblance is that Oonñ¡cius had left his Te untended arid that therefor€ it had dwindled"
This oorresponds to the unoertain cha¡acæristic of the Te of the peo'ple in Shu Ching.

In Shu Ctring and in the Analects the virtue of the poople is less important than the
virn¡e of the rulers.
Shu Ching related Te directly only to Chi, reaching to the highest poinr The Analects
show much richen lines of thought in this respectby giving definitive descriptions and
by relating it to some other concepts, thus developing the ærm in a logical direction.

Confucius dweloped the Embryonic form of rationalist thought"575
5?r
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of

Shu Ching.

However, these definitive characteristics of Te a¡e mostly found in the less reliable
parts of the Analects.

It seems tbat Confucius's Te was quite close to the preceding tradition. If we lmk
only at his concept ofTe, Confucius can hardly be recognized as a philosorpher compared
with Shu Ching. However, he discussed Te without the framework of Chou ideology
and had a more rationalistic element in Te.

d. Te of Confucius and of Shih Chine
Shih Ching refers to the

Te of the ancient kings. Quantitatively
to Shu Ching.

these references are

closer to the Analects then

The Confucian non-coercive method in governing resembles the Shih Ching radition

which does not speak directly about punishments in connection with Te, but regards
aking care of the people, filiality and sacrifices and being a good model as imporant.
Howevet, in Shih Ching Te refers also to the reforms in law enforcement and the
prevention of crime. This may indicaæ severer methods of dealing with crime.
Te is a uniting power in Shih Ching, not in govemment as in the Analects, but in the
relation between husband and wife.
Both sources include reciprocity or paying back in Te.
Upon the change of the dynasty, God, Ti, transferred Te from Yin to Chou. This
denoæs the divine origin of Te in Shih Ching. The Analects is on similar lines, as we
have seen above. But Shih Ching lets one understand, like Shu Ching, that the king
needs Te in order to gain Heavenly blessing. Another detail which Shih Ching and the
Analects have in common is that the Analects have Te of the people where the dead are
respected- This aspect belongs to the royal Te in Shih Ching.
Shih Ching has some themes of Te which are not included in Te of tbe Analects.
These themes are filiality and sacrifice, the importance of the ext€rnal behavior of the
king and the gentleman, Te in tbe relationship between man and woman, the Te of
woman, the idea of not getting drunk. Shih Ching also expresses Te as a type of

original virtueof man in connection with creation. In addition, the difficulty of gaining
Te is mentioned.
In general, Shih Ching does not plaae Te into a sûict idælogical conto(L It apparently
rc,presents a more common usage of the term and uses it more freely than Shu Ching.

The Analects follow this freedom. Shih Ching applies Te more widely and expresses
several applications of Te which do not appear in the Analects. In the logical relations
the Analects sltows a more rational tendency, and moe oomplex thinking about what is
Te and what is not, showing a greater tendency toward philosophical thinking, and
t ying to formulate Te more clearly than in the common usage. However, the difference
is so small that Te cannot be regarded as a central ûerm for Confucius's philosophy and
as a term in which the possible Confucian innovative teaching is concentrated. We
should also noæ again that the rationalism of Te appears mostly in the less reliable parts
of the Analects.
If Te were to be acc€ptÊd as a central conoern of Confucian philosophy, then Shih
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Ctring should also be regarded as a philosophical worþ at least to some extenL However,
Te in Confucius can contain parts of his philosophy if the main thrust of his philosophy

is elsewhere and shows gfeater independent formation of thinking compared with the

raditions in Shu Ching and Shih Ching.
If we try ùo identify Confucius as a philosopher using only Te, and comparing this
concept in Confucius and in Shih Ching, we cannot find a philosopher, but rather a
tnaditional thinker who may have changed Te towards a somewhat more rational direction.

e. Te of Confucius and of Lao

Tzu

In lao Tzu, Tao, in the ontological

sense

is superior to the sustaining or preserving
force of Te. Moreover in the ethical sense, which is not clearly separat€d from the
ontological sense, Tao is primary ûo Te. Te can be obained through Tao. The constant
virtue is to find a balance between two opposite phenomena- Te can be obtained by
úeating as good tiose who are good and also those who are not good. The ideal of Te
is to return to being a baby, to the stat€ in which one is protected against dangers and
suffering and will have súength and harmony.
C,onfucius's Te as a prot€ctive power originated from Heaven, resembles this Taoist
conception. However, Confucius's Te is more ethical than in Taoism.
Taoism related Te to non-action. Sensual perception is against the virtue of emptiness

When one succeeds in becoming free from knowing and desire, one returns to the
original Te of life. In the Analects the Te of the n¡ler resembles the Taoist conception of
non-action. Howerrer, for Confucius Te is an a¡ea of activity, but ûo neglect its cultivation
does not make it ineffective. Confucius hovers between two philosophical attitudes, Te

which depends on human effort and transcendental Te which d€pends on Heaven and
in Taoism on Tao.
In terms of the history of ideas the heavenly origin of Confucius's Te is not rooted
back in the Shih Ching tradition, even though Te as grace in Shih Ching is from
Heaven. However, the hanscendental characteristic of C-srfucian Te is closer to that of

Taoism than

of the Shih Ching tradition. Apparently Confucius adapted these

charac'ûeristics of tlre traditions close ûo Taoism.

In the ethical Te, Taoism teaches that malice should be repaid by Te, but Confucius
criticizes this by asking how one car¡ re,pay good deeds Hower¡er, this can be mderstood
as a Taoist method of persu¡sion.
In Confucianism and Taoism Te appears as a substitute for Iaw and as a coercive
power to rule the country. However, in the Analects the Te of a ruler is more emphatic
than in the Tao Te Ching. Te in governing according to Lao Tzu is mysterious,
sustaining urd nwuring and demanding nothing in return. This Te, which functions in

emÉq

is close m the Tao which is called a mother.
Compared with Taoism, the Confucian Te is more practical and more "ethical". The
Analects tist certain kinds of ethical actions which a¡e included in Te Iåo Tan leaves
the ruling of the

tlrese out and

orly concentrat€s on the more ontological and "great' features of Te.
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f. Te of Confucius and of Mo Tzu
For Mo Tzu and Confucius, Te is an important quality of the ruler, it constitutes his
power over the ruled. Mohism applies Te more closely to the ideal antiquity. For Mo
Tzu it is the ruler's given characteristic, but Confucius defines it in a more sophisticated
manner. Both mention the t€rm in connection with pea.ce, but Mo Tzu is clearer in this
respect.

The social aspect of the term can be seen in both. In Confucius Te does not dwell in
solitude, but brings neighbors. Te is static and an end in itself. one has Te and
neighbors, and it is good as such. Mo Tzu is not satisfied with this. In his thought the
king uses the Te of others. This royal team-work aspect is absent from confucius's
thinking.
Both connect Te with a dynasty. Mo Tzu is closer to the Chou ideology,legitimatizing
vifuous new dynasty !o overcome the old.

a good,

For Mo Tzu the virtuous people are a resource for the king to use; confucius does
not have such an instrumental overtone.
Mo Tzu does not consider the definitive cha¡acteristics of Te, but regards Te more
as a given and unproblematic concept which is generally understood. For Confucius it
is important to define Te as a ethical concept, to discover what belongs to it and what
does noL In this way Confucius is more "philosophical" because he sees problems in
Te to be solved. Te in Mo Tzu's works is not a specific technical carrier of Mohist ideas
and not a þy term as it is in the C-onfucian Analects.

3. Tao, Way
a. Tao of Confucius

Tao'of C-onfucius is defined in relation ùo oth€r Corifucian ideas and concepts.
This Tao of the ancients is a model for the contemporary people. A filial sør continues
his father's Tao without changing it. These retrospective features of Tao reflect its
"Creneral

continuity and consen¡atism. There is

a tension between Tao and the will of a man who
desires high station and dislikes poverty. One must have a total commitrnent to Te and
Tao. Tao has an ethical connotation in connection with re, Jen and the 'arts' and

especially with'loyalty and consideration'.
Tao involves being loyal ûo superiors and keeping one's position on the one hand,
and following the "Crol&n n¡le" on the other. These two tqgeth€r ar€ the ideal standard
which is ûo be the guiding and cont¡olling factor in moral experience, exposing the
center of the Confucian system, and being the very nahre of C.urfucian Tao.
Tao also er(presses intimacy in the social process.
Tao is closely related with rnan, it is rooted in man. It is the entity which grcws out
of man's activities a¡rd is the harmonizing subject of his person and wilt. Its function is
the ennoblemøtt of one's person and self and xrill to act in accorda¡rce with Tao. One's
own activity is needed in orìd€rto broaden Tao.
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Confucius's Tao is the only right Tao, to be distinguished from other Taos. However,

one may have an exchange of ideas with the supporters of other Taos to a certain
extent. Confucian Tao is of the utmost importance. It is the goal of life; one is ready to
die after being lold about the way.
"Universal Tao" is Tao which prevails in the country or in the whole empire. It
means that everything in the governmental administration functions harmoniously and
well. Every official has his own task to perform. The riches must not be accepted
against Tao, when Tao does not prevail. To accomplish great taslcs is far more important
than short-sighted small gains. When Tao prevails, Confucius's ideas are welcomed"

"Tao of ruling" is a principle of govemment administration used by kings and
ministers. Theold kings gave an excellent example of Tao of ruling. This Tao requires
one to rule by using Te and Li. Those who do not have Tao must not be killed by the
ruler. But an officer or minister should retire if he is not allowed to exercise his
principles of ruling.
"Tao of the gentleman" is acquired through learning and by association with those
who already have it. Tao grows in attending to the root, which refers to filiality and
obedience. Tao is the most important thing for a gentleman, and not the material
amenities. Modesty in appearance is an essential part of this Tao, but it is not the only
suffi cient r€quirement.

A gentleman who has Tao has no worries about the fr¡ture, is decisive, Íeverent to
superiors, genefous in caring for the common people, just in employing their services,
not violent, fustful in appearance, notboorish or unrearcnable in spæch.

A gentleman loves his fellow men, and the small man is easy to command. The
gentleman is pleased when he is served according to the Way. The small man is his
opposiæ in this respect.
Tao of an officer or shih also er¡tails modesty and the heaviness of his duty.

b. The Distribution of the Characteristics of Tao in the Analects

Châract€ristic

Number of the book

General Tao

Antiquity 1,3, 15
Filiality 1,4,19
Wealûandpwerty 4
Yi helps one o extend Tao 16
Te, Jen, arts 7
Ioyalty and ænsideration, reciplìocity 4
Degree of intimacy in the social process 9

ManbrcaderisTao

15

Intercoursebetween peo'ple 16, 15
Tao for Confucius, other Taos 6
Tao and death 4
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Universal Tao
Heaven determines whetherTao prørails 14
The authority of the emperor 16
Tao not prevailing, Confucius as "Wooden bell" 3
Tao, holding officæ or quitting 8, 5, 14, 15
Tao prevailing and the personal economy 8, 4, 13

Neartobeing attained 6
Taoof ruling
Building a state 1,2
A king must not kill those who do not have Tao

12

The duke may not have a Tao 14
The ideal of the kings of antiquity 1,19,3,
The officer retires if it is not possible to s€rve the lord according to Tao. 11,5,5.
Tho of thegentlemen
Perfection through learning 19

A goodexample I

Filialiry I
"Small Täo"

19

Tao is the most imporÞnt thing in

life

15, 14

Enumeration of cha¡acteristics of Tao 14,5,
Studying Tao and loving 17
To please the gentleman by following Tao,

Tao

I

ûo

please the small marr by not

following

13

Knight and Tao, benevolence is a burden 4, I

Taoofajudge l8
Tao meaningan ordinaryroad 9,

17

V[ay of doing something 15
Læad

c

to guide 19

The table shows that none of the main topics of Tao is aoncentrat€d in a ryocific part
of the Analects. However, the idea of actively p,romoting or developing one's own Tao
is located in the less genuine parts of the Analecrs. The topics related to this idea a¡s Yi
helps one to extend Tao; man broadens Tao; the gentleman perfects his Tao through

learning. These located in the following chapters: 16, 15, 19. This drows slightly that
one's own learning activity in conneciion with Tao has been emphasized by the early
C-onñrcians mæ than by Conñrius himself.
Tao in Shu Ching aprpears mostly in the old strata of the text and in Shih Ching the
weight is on the liater parts5T6Taking inùo eccount the relatively few occr¡rrenæs of the

term in Shu Ching and Shih Ching, no clea¡ statistical relationshþs between the
characteristics in the different shata of the text and in the Analects can be seen in the
lists.
t6 Ntr(Ktr-Ã,
19E2, pp. 1,i6232.

tTt

c. Tao of Confucius and of Shu Ching
The conception of Tao in both sources has a transcendental dimension. Confucius
developed this universal Tao further by discussing whether it prevails or not and what
the implications a¡e for those responsible for governing.
Shu Ching and the Analects place Tao in a retrospective environment. In Tao of
ruling both sor¡roes a¡econserr¿ative, rcgarding thecontinuation of tradition as importanr
The Analects develop the notion further by stating that the old kings ruled by goodness
and not by force. Here Confucius has a p'rinciple of automatic control in government
and automatic improvement of the ethical behavior of the peo,ple. To some extent this

grows from the idea in Shu Ching which speaks about the smooth and easy king's Tao,
which is objective and non partial, and súmulates men to follow
Tao of the Gentleman in the Analects can be compared with Tao of Chou Kung,
which was to p,rolong or continue the "s€rene King's virh¡e" in Shu Ching. In the place
of this reúospective motive, Confucius regards the correct way as being leaming and
following the example of those who possess Tao, and not being too much concerned
about personal economy. In addition, the Analects lists different characteristics of the

it

Tao of the gentleman.

In Shu Ching Tao was transmitted to ttre highest lorels of governmenal administration.

This is natural because Shu Ching reflects the official Chou propaganda of the Chou
ruling class. The Analects brings Tao down to a lower level of administration.
Tao of ruling in the Analects is more advanced than in Shu Ching. Its relations to Te
and Li, its legal usage and the idea of retiring a¡e all new. Although Tao in Shu Ching
is less developed one

$ill finds

there a csrcrete and a more abstract Tao. The Analects
it uses the term also to mean an ordinary

has dweloped its abstract meaning, although

road.

d. Tao of Confucius and of Shih Ching
The main meaning of Tao in Shih Ching is the ordinary road. In the Analects the ærm
appears in this sense in two (rcculrences.
Tao in Shih Ching does not bear any qpocial rationalistic ø ideological connotation.
The comparison shows that of the ea¡lier traditions, it is Shu Ching which shares
some common ground with the Analects. Shih Ching speåtçs mostly ahut a concTete
road whereas Shu Ching speaks about Tao at a higher level of abstraction. Confucius
has used this higher level ofabsnaction by applying Tao in several usages and giving
some definitive attributes for it. However, Confucius's thought cannot be described as
philosqhy, which would center on Tao. This is so even though Tao touches the

a Tao

core of Confucian thinking.
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e. Tao of Confucius and

of Lao Tzu

Lao Tzu has very little to say about what ethical areas belong to Tao, whereas the
Analects spend some time on the ethical characteristics of Tao. Rather, Tao is not a
concept which could first be analyznd into elements and then put back together to form
a Tao. For l-ao Tzu Tao is a wide, vague, all embracing concept, a monistic unity. It
should be conceived ofas a whole and not as certain parts.
In Taoism we cannot speak about ethics as such, but we can speak about ethics as
Tao, connected with ontology. When one acts naturally according to Tao, one does not
follow Tao as an imitator, but one is in Tao. If ethics were something like virtr-¡es which
could be learned and performed, this would, according to Taoism, to be outside Tao.
For Confucius ethics is a value in itself. Pure goodness is a sufficient motive to be

good. However, for [¿o Tzu ethics is an anti-value, anti Tao. Ethics, morals, is
valueless as such. The only value is Tao, which is more the natural course of everything

that happens and is.
Læarning is important for the Confucian ethics, whereas Lao Tzu does not value it at
all. In addition, virtues such as benevolence and rectitude, and even the rites are not
Tao. This criticism includes trvo things. Firstly, Tao is not something to be learned and
to be divided into rules of action or behavior. Secondly, learning, creating ethical rules
and attempting to follow certain pninciples strenuously is unnatural and against Tao.
In contrast with this general stance in opposition to Confucianism, lao Tzu does
have one rema¡kable thing in common with Confucianism. This is Tao used in ruling
and honoring the ancients. According to both philoso,phies, the modest and simple style

of life is suitable for theruler. One may suggest that this is the Confucian fingerprint in
Tao Te Ching. However, one should consider that in Shih Ching the abstraction of the
concept Tao was highest in connection with the ruling of the country. Tao in this
connection, including hononing the ancients, does not necessarily need to be a C;onfucian
trademark, it may possibly be from an older common sou¡ce, which both Confucianism
and Taoism have adopæd into their own system. Moreover, in this context both have

their spocific points of view. The Analects include in this the Rites whereas Tao Te
Ching stresses pacifi sm.
I:o Tzu avoided using Tao in the mea¡ling of ordinary road, way of doing and to
lead to guide. The usage of Tao is thus strictly confined to its monistic meaning.

f. Tao of Confucius and of Mo Tzu
The Mohist Tao is oommensurate with that of Confucian Tao.

Both regard the ancient mythical kings as a good example for Tao in the prresent day.
Both see frliality as important. Material well being is an important motive in Mohist
Tao, but not in the Confucian Tao. Mo Tzu regards Tao as given, or gererally understood,
without seeing problems in it. Confucius is more rational, because he sees problems to

be discussed in Tao. Confucius is quite exclusive. There a¡e other Taos, but the
Confr¡cian Tao is the only right one. For both Conñ¡cius and Mo Tzu Tao is importânt.
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In the universal Tao, Tao prevails if the emperor has the authority, in Confucius's
opinion. A similar idea is to be found in Mo Tzu when he speaks about identification
with the superior, according to which the Tao of the ruler follows Heaven, and the Tao
of the lower administraton is identified with that of the emperor. The attitude to this
universal Tao differs. rJ/hen Tao prevails in the empire, both see that it is worthwhile to
serve. When Tao does not prevail, Confucius wants to withdraw and keep silent. In
this situation Mo Tzu is more aggressive. He wants to serve and will not keep quieL

will help the Tao to start ¡o prevail again.
In the Tao of ruling, both s€e the economy as important, but Mo Tzu is more
utilitarian. In Confucius's opinion Te and Li are important. Mo Tzu wants to see

hoprng that this

punishments and encouragem€rits as important in the Täo of ntling.

In the Tao of the gentleman, Confucius regards it as being important never to worry.
Mo Tzu uants to teach that feelings must not ovem¡le ethical considerations Confucius
continually emphasizes the importance of Li, whereas Mo Tzu overlooks this almost
ûotally.

Mo Tzu is more critical than Confucius, criticizing Confucianism and his time,
whe¡eas Confucius pays more attention to presenting his ideas without reflecting them
to some other taditions of thought than his own. However, Mo Tzu is less philosophical

and more ideological, because he does not see so many problems in his own ideas as
Conñ¡cius does.

4. Li, Rites
a. Li of Confucius
The materials show that Li falls into several classes. Fint it is an instrument in governing
the people and as such performs the task of the law. Li is necessary in government. Li
is important for the ruler personally. Li of the gøtleman has a socially uniting influence.
The gentleman knows Li and has to study Li.

In Li one has to be economical, Li was not a strict formal law, a certain latitude was
allowed by Confucius C¡nfucius evaluated the different aspæts of Li, such as tradition,
being pragmatically economical a¡ld sentimental, and selectod the most valuable factus
and allowed changes in the formal realization of Lj in oder to promote more important
and essential elements of Li. Here Confucius had a choice in the realm of Li. This can
be cålled a ¡atisral philoso,phy of

ti.

Ritual and music a¡e imporunt for an ideal møal agenL lhre ordering of Li and
music serve utilitrian considerations through hedonism. They senre as a coercive
power and have a deeper inner content than ttre outer app€arance. Music, too, has been
er¡aluatpd as higher than Li in the detielo,pment of a man.
Li and music contribute towa¡ds harmony in society and nature, the society being

mæemphatic.
Li is directly relaæd to Yi, which is a kind of inner element of Li and Tao
to each other ørly ollocatively, and Jen and Li tbree tirne.s directly.
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are related

This summary shows that Li reflects certain philosophical phenomena in Confucian
thinking. Li is instumental in governing the country. The instrument can þ obtained
by human effort; it does not g¡ow itself, but it must be learned.
Different cha¡acteristics of Li can be evaluated and can be placed in a certain rank
order. These different characteristics and thei¡ influence form a netw'ork of effects on
different matters. Confucius has to choose certain elements which he thinks are more
valuable than other elements of Li.
The philosorphy of Li also includes an element of ethical gradation: Li is a characteristic

of an ideal ethical agent. Its relation to Music is also discussed. Li also has an inner
content and external appea¡ance; there is anotàer choice to make beween these.

In this philosophy there a¡e mainly two matters which provide general principles
concerning Li: the choice between different cha¡acteristics of Li and the philoso'phy of
inner and outer in Li.

b. The Distribution of the Characteristics of Li in the Analects

Characteristic

Number of the book

Li in Governing
lægitimation of Li as an instn¡ment in governing 4
Li in the task of law, Te, music 2, 13, 15
The necessity of Li in governing 15
TaoandLi ló
Employment of ministers must be according to

Li of

Li

3

the Ruler and Gentleman

The necessity of Li for the
Gentleman, Li and

Yi

ruler 12,14,4

15

Li 12,17
To know Li, to study, the Songs, culture 7,3, 16,20, 6, 8, 8, I
Li unites,

deeds do not suffice without

Li and choice
Economy 9,3
The importance of the inner meaning of

Li 3
Li 3

Evaluating and selæting differqrt facton of

Li and Histøical Continuity
Traditional Cihou pr,onunciation used lr¡.Li 7
Dynasties, rcctiñcation of names and Li of Chotr 2, 3, 3
Historic continuþ and religious ærernonies 3
Alleged "agnosticism" 11
Ancestors 3
Reverence 3,10
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Treatmentof parents, mourning 2,

17

Li, Music and Harmony
Li and music, assimilation 3
Li a¡rd music should be studied I I
They belong to a "real gentleman" l1
Rites and music as an aesthetic element in morality 14
Li, music pl,oduce pleasure for the purpose of profiability

ló

as a corrective power [3
Li and music have a deeper content than just the outer appearance

Li and music

Music in a higherposition than
Harmony, and Li I
"Inner" reverence 17

Li and Other Key Terms
Yi is the inner element of

Li

17

Li E

15

Relation to Tao only collocatively 16, 6
Li andJen 3, 12, 15
The table does not show a clea¡ concentration of characteristics of Li in cerAin parts
ofthe Analects, except that book 3 has a great deal to say about Li. The relationship of
less authentic parts of the Analects.
in the most reliable parts of the
rooted
However, the rationalistic sophistication is well
Analects. The legitimation of Li, studing of Li, Li and choice, relation to music and
harmony a¡e well established in the most reliable parts of the Analects. This philosophic

Li with other concepts is weighted more to the

sophistication can be regarded as genuinely Confucian. Howev€r, it is safer to regard
his "agnosticism" as unreliable as far as it is based on AN. I l:11.
In the less reliable parts of the Analects the ideas of inne,r' and 'outer' have
been further developed compared with the more reliable parts, the clearest pass¡rge

being AN. l7,l I and 12. However, this idea can be detected in connection with Li
already in AN. 3:4.
A great part of the rationalistic development of the gøruine Confucian thought
can be called Li-philosophy, described in the summary at the end of the chapter about

Li.
The table of Li in Shu Ching wittr its not v€ry many oocr¡rr€rices shows a oncenhatior¡
in less reliable documents with the exception of the characteristic "Chous using Yin
rites."su Here we can soe a starting point for the Confrrcian doclrirp of Li and historical

continuity, unless even this is a later Confucian reflection in the documenB.
The table of Li in Shih Ching shows erren fewer occurrences than above, with no
concentration in specifïc parts of the Odes.tttlt is not possible to make any statistical
conclusions about the chæacteristics of ttrc ærm.

fi
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c. Li of Confucius and of Shu Ching
sha¡e the following similar topics: it is important in
has been related to Te. Li is historical: Li of Yin is
mentioned. This historical Li is connected with the harmonious function of the universe;
mo,re clearly in the Analects. The rites and music a¡e related to each other. The Analecls
is more "ritualistic" because it describes more how !o perfiorm Li and what the right

Li in Shu Ching and in the Analects

the governmental affairs, it

attitude towa¡ds Li is.

In the Analects Li is important for the ruler and personally but in Shu Ching Li is
outside of the person to be 'directed' especially on certain occasions, such as sacrifice
according to the rites of Yin. The Analects have widened Li to concern the everyday
behavior of the gentleman. Because of this wider application of Li certain problems in
economy and practical inconveniences arose, if one wanted to perform the rites strictly.
Because of this, Confucius had to consider which elements of

Li were essential and in

what \ilay one has to take economy into account This led Confucius to choose between

different more or less important chancteristics of Li. He had to solve these problems
and ûo develop philosophical thought about utility, economy and choice.
In Shu Ching, the king performed important rites on special occasions to guarant€e
the frictionless functioning of the universe. In this way the king exercised his power
obained frrom Heaven. The Analec-ts loosened Li frrom this original higher'cosmological
context between the king and Heaven, to the 'lowed level of the ruler and ministers
governing the people. In this context Li has the role of law.
Shu Ching relates rites and music with each other by mentioning two different
ministers, the minister of rites and the minister of music. For Confucius every minister
should be a minister of Li. He puts rites and music into the same caægory arrd develops
thei¡ functions further. He handles the questions of hedonism, profitability, utilitarism,
the purpose of music and the rites, their mutual rclationships and their inner qualities
These issues a¡e new compared

with Shu Ching.

Li in an unproblematic way, without discussing its
Li for Confucius was not a given, stictly defined thing, it was a
practice which included problems and could be modified according to different
requirements. This led to rational thinking about Li.
Shu Ching handles the concept

closer cha¡acteristics.

d. Li of Confucius and of Shih Ching
For Confucius studying the Shih Ching is a starting point fon studying the rites.
Shih Ching alks about Li in connection with liaw as a consensus of ruler and ruled on
whatone can and cannc do. The C@fucian Li in gwerning starts from this bacþtound,
letting Li perføn the askof law. In the Analects Li compc¡ed with governing is more
advanced tlran in Shih Clhing, because it pays attention to its nocessity and its relation

with TeandTao.
In Shih Ching

Li

ne:rns sacrifices and ceremonies perfonned
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þ

one's a¡tc,estors.

These religious ceremonies are important for Confucius too. Shih Ching regards their

correctness as important. Confucius faced this demand of correctness. For him the
outer performance of the rite was not essential. Because of practical and economic
reasons Confucius allowed a certâin flexibility in Li. This leads him to rational thinking
as to how Li has to be applied in different sihntions. In this he deviaæd from the strict
requirement to follow rules, expressed in Shih Ching. On the other hand, however,
Confucius was interested in the details in the æmple and understood the importance of
studþg the ritual. In this way he realized the idea in Shih Ching that the rites a¡e
according ûo the rule.
Compared with Shu Ching,

Li

has a wider usage

in Shih Ching, which is simila¡ to

that in the Analects.

e. Philosophy of Li
Confucius constructed a new system of thought connected with Li, a way of rational
thinking, which considers the practical situation, allows criticism and a certain flexibility
to the traditional rules, takes the question of choice seriously by selecting between
haditional, pragmatic, economic, utilita¡ian and sentimenal considerations. This rational
method connecæd with continuous learning is simple and to a large extent seH evident.
However, it is important against its background, where no such attitude and thinking
can be found. It is a ste,p away from given rules and beliefs to an independent thinking
which does not necessa¡ily follow the traditional beliefs. As this is connected $,ith Li,
this can be called a C-onfucian philosophy of Li.

f. Li of Confucius and of Lao Tzu
Because Li has so few appearances in Tao Te Ching and because I¡o Tzu opposes the
whole idea of Li. and does not even want to undersand it, Li is by no means a central

term in I¿o Tzu's thinking. In his gradation of the Confucian ethical key terms Li
appears on the very lowest level. In Confr¡cian thinking Li is placed together with
harmony, but in I¡o Tzu Li contributes to disorder. It is noteworthy that dthough ho
Tzu opposed Li, he did not simply concentrate on apology of his own doctrines
compared with Confucianism. Mostly he proclaimed his own ideas and only to some
extent did he relaæ them to the ideas ofother schools.

g. Li of Confucius and of Mo Tzu
Mo Tzu regarded Li governing the rclationships between the male members of the
family as impctrnt The absence of this Li is a part of the gen€ral disorder in the whole
society. Howener, Li does not form a constn¡ctive part in the sysæm of Mo Tzu. It
mainly appqrs in the criticism of Confi¡cianism, which in Mo Tzu's opinion is too
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"rin¡alistic". According to Mo Tzu the Confucian U contributes nottring to the neods of
society.
Mo Tzu wants to orppose, on the grounds of economy, the stong Confucian emphasis
on decorum and minute rules of how to behave in certain situations of everyday life.
This criticism does not tfy ùo understand the Confucian attitude towards Li, but simply

ignores the Confucian discussion about economy.
Mo Tzu sha¡es the general attitude towa¡ds Li with LaoTan, although his reasons
nanrally a¡e linked with his own system of thought.

4. Yi, Righteousness
a.

Yi of Confucius

The gentleman is the main agent of Yi. He is neutral in his emotional attitudes to other
people. The ethical environment is imporant for Yi. If the circumstances do not allow
one to realize Yi, then the circumstances should be changed ûo make it positive for Yi.

For Confucius, the ethical principles, axioms, axiology is far more important than
deontology, the tasks required by one's station and duties. Confucius prefers to solve
this dilemma by leaving the duties, by resþing the office.
The gentleman uses Yi when he deals with the people. One aspect of Yi is to be
trustworthy in word. In this way Yi gives authority ûo the gentleman, and awakens
respæt for him in others.
The Gentleman should not refuse to senre his country. To accept remuneration
against Yi is strictly prohibited: however, some reward is allowed if it can be according
to Yi. The normative Yi suggests here that the rewards should be reftised and the
va¡iable conditimed Yi suggests that one can aocept the rewards under certain crnditions
The agøt of Yi can be a utilitarian egoist if this atitude does not change the reply to the
question: "What ought I o do?" The Confucian attitude is a balanced neutalism with an
egoistic overtone. One can accept profit ûo oneself, if this does not harm others.
Confucius regards the "small sluewdness" as the op,posite of Yi. Yi relaûes to Tao as
an instn¡ment to extend the influence of the Way, Tao. To be influential in governing
the country, one has to love Yi and to examine other men's words. It is courageous to
carry out Yi when one sees it This courage is a necessary but not a sufEcient condition
forJen. Li is the method of realizing orcarrying out Yi.

b. The DisEibution of the Characteristics of Yi in the Analects

Cha¡acleristic

Number of the book

Yi andthe Gentleman

Yi is impøunt for
CourageandYi 2

the Gentleman 17
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TherarityofYi 7
Gentleman is neural 4
The envirs¡ment is important 12, 18

Yi

andli

15

Yi

The gentleman E€ats the people with

5, 6, 13

Yi includes trustworthiness in word I
One does not refuse to serve one's country

18

Yi andprofit
Prrofit, Gentleman, the small man 4
Gentleman and profit, Confucius and

proñt 19,16,7

Kung-ming Chiq an ideal person in this 14

Yi

and other conceps

"Small shrewdness" and Yi 15
Yi as an instrum€nt to extend Tao

ló

Yi as an instn¡ment to be inflr¡ential 12
Yi, courage and Goodness 2
Yi and Li 15
The instrumental Yi and mainly the topics of profit and Yi and the envi¡onment and

Yi ap'pear in the less authentic parts of the Analects. The early Confucianism after
Cmñrcius may have dareloped the t€rm in these directions
The list of Yi in Shu Ching does not show a clea¡ statistical concentration. However,
the features of "Prince follows the Yi of the Lqg", in less reliable parts and "Advisors
of the king a¡e Yi" in the reliable rüestern Chou documentssTeresemble the Yi of the
Gentleman in the Analects. Yi in Shih Ching, app€aring only three times in the Ta Ya
section shows that it was not an important term in the tradition of Shih Ching. Because
of this, Confucius could not base his conception of the term on Shih Ching.

c. Yi of Confucius, of Shu Ching and of Shih Ching

Yi in Shu Ching appears in the Chou religieideological @ntext, whereas in the
Analects the ærm is discussed in a more philoso'phical framework In this franework
the Analects raise the issues of ethical neutrality, tlle envi¡onment, utility and the
flexibility of Yi in new ci¡cumstanc€s. Although Yi in Shu Ching has more ethical
4gents than in the Analects, it is more so'phisticated in the Analects than in Shu Ching,
which really does not take up almost any issues of møal wlue thecy.
C-onfucius's conception of Yi resembles Shu Ctring more than Shih Ctring, where it is

v€ry rare. It reflects Confucian ethical thinking as a part of his philosophy. In this
respect the ûerm is mostly an in¡rovation oompared with Shu Ching and Shih Ching.
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d. Yi of Confucius, of Lao Tzu and of Mo Tzu
l'ao Tzu did not respect the Confucian Yi. He regarded righteousness as a weak
substitute for Tao. ln the scale of evaluation of the Confucian ethical terms, Yi is before

Li, which is last in the scale. Yi is outside of the philosophy of lao Tzu.
Both Confucius and Mo Tzu, regard Yi as an imporant characteristic of the gentleman.
In both Yi is a preservative of the order in the society. Also both regard Yi as including
the idea of impartiality. However, Mo Tzu criticizes the gentlemen of his time and is not
satisfied with simply presenting some ideal concept of Yi. Mo Tzu does notrelaæ Yi to
Li, as Confucius does. Both also agree that accepting rewards, or material profit are not
acceptable according to Yi. Confucius who had to face this problem more seriously,
allows one to accept rewards according to Yi.
For Mo Tzu Yi is quite central, but it serves his favoriæ doctrines. This instrumental
Yi can also be seen in Confucius's æaching, when he puts the term to the service of
Tao or to the service of gening influence and prominence in order to gain office. Of
these six Confucian key-terms, Yi is closely related by Mo Tzu especially to T'ien,
Heaven and also to Jen Confucius related Yi especially to Li, Rites and Tao, rilay, and
Jen, Goodness.
As in the other concepts too, I\io Tzu is more "religious" minded because Yi is
strongly related to Heaven and also to spirits to a certain extent whereas Confucius is
mmerational.
Confucius has a psychological insight when he stress€xs the importånce of the
envi¡onment to the gentleman. Mo Tzu does not taþ up the isue in this context.

6. Jen, Goodness
a. Jen of Confucius
Since the Small man is not an agent of Jen, but the Gentleman can be, the difference
between the gentleman and small man is ethical. Fo'r the knight, Jen is an important
ideal to be struggled for. The common people as Jen show that Jen is not limited only
to the nobility. Those in the past who were ready to suffer for noble reasons we¡e
regarded as Jen, but mart¡rdom was not a necessary condition for Jen. Here Confucius
approaches situation ethics, which was needed in the political changes taking place

during Confr¡cius's lifetime. Confucius did not regard himself as Jen, nor any other
living person, except his favoriæ disciple Hui whom he as a master had led to this
standard. Jen was not an exæme ideal principle, since it could be attained by Hui.
The attitude to one's parerits that is connected nittr Jen mear¡s ttnt one is filial and
fo¿t€rrial and talces ca¡e of the obligation to ke€p the mourning period for o'ne's parents
and by this gratitude return the services to them. When one shows good personal
morality in honoring one's parents, this will creare a good social morality.
Li and Jen a¡e regarded as being very close to each other. Despite this, Li is a
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næssary but not a sufficient condition for Jen. Vy'hen one pays close attention to the
inner qualities of Li, then Li and Jen a¡e in balance. A further connotation of Jen with
another concept is that one is 'loath to speak', because it is so difficult to be Jen. The
most often quoted connotation is that Jen is 'to love your fellow men'. Ethics and
politics a¡e interwoven with each other; a good ruler loves men. To promote oneself,
one has to promote others. This egoistic attitude of the ruler is for the good of the ruler
and the ruled" The "golden rule" means negatively to avoid harming othen and positively
helping others in the sense mentioned above. No wonder that Confucius speaks about

wisdom with Jen. This shows that Jen in essence is wisely calculated egoistically
motivated altruism directed towa¡ds the good of the ethical agent and towards the good
ofthe object ofthe ethical behavior.
As an inclusive virtue, Jen includesqualities like lustlessness, rarcluteness, simplicity,
retinence, good manners in the broadest sense, good faith, diligence and clemency. In
the context of governing, especially governing the ba¡ba¡ians, Jen means that the ruler
has to honor them as human beings who in time can become Chinese. Other inclusions
illustrate that good and positive qualities are part of the content of Jen. In relation to
wisdom Jen is traditional, conservative emphasizing the continuity of the ideal past.
Here is a link with the Chou ideology. To be wise is to be more actrve and innovative.
overworking
of virtue, or faults attributable to virtue. Moreover, a certain latitude is allowed in Jen,
and the result of a course of action is important. Some defects do not contribute to
whether someone is Jen or not, such a defect is to be a poor talker for example. There
Jen also includes negative matters, such as faults. These faults tend to be an

are good qualities which do not necessa¡ily earn one the quality of Jen. Although
latitude in Jen is allowe{ the end does not justiff the means: clever talk and a pretentious
manner are seldom found in the Good. Outer appearances ¿ìre unimportånt in Jen.
Anxiety and to have an ability and not to use it are excluded from Jen.
The correct attitude of a gentleman to Jen is to value it. In this he is a good example
to his inferiors. For the "determined scholar" Jen in more important than life itself. Life
serves Jen. Jen is of ultimate value. This is the correct principle, but in practice there
have been no mafiyrs because of loyalty to Jen. Jen appears very seldom because the
people cannot strive for it and do not even want to strive for it Concerning the attitude

to Jen, Confucius admonishes us to lean upon Goodness and to seek the intimacy of
the Good, among other things. This shows that the exercise of one's own will in Jen is
impoftanr The wrong attitude to Jen is to "assure tlle aprpearanc€ of Jen" but to oppose

it by one's actions.
Jen can be used as an instrument in order to gain fame, prosperity, or benefit, but
these usages of Jen a¡e wrong. However, Jen can be used as an instrument in order ùo
be able to endure adversity and to enjoy prosperity.

Jen may imply some negative consequences; it is a brnden for the knight of the way.

The Good can endure great sufferings without rebelling. Jen includes the idea of
loyalty, and suffering.
Positive consequenoes are: couragq never being unhappy, being free from anxieties
and from evil, "Goodness gives ûo a neighborhood its beauty," "The Good man rests
content with Goodness." Her€ Goodness is an end in itself. The good one can like and
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dislike other men. This antipathy towa¡d the wicked does not imply that a Good person
is evil, on the contrary, through this antipathy he motivates the wicked to become
better.

In obtaining Jen one must do the difficult first, but this is not enough. Læarning is
the best way of getting Jan. The student must be well motivated to leårn. The goal of
the teacher is to lead the student to a higher level than himself. Education is not a
mæhanistic determinism, but rather the students oontribute to the educational encounter.
The social environment is important for obtaining Jen. To become Jen one has to seek
the company of suitable people and ûo avoid those whose attitudes do not promote Jen.
Here the gørtleman has the reçonsibility as a leader in the social contâcts. The goodness

of the gentleman incites the common people to Jen. A Kingly Man would cause Jen to
prevail within a single generation. The ruler should submit himself to Li and then all
would respond to his Jen. The Ruler is a good example for the people to emulate. In
this way Jen is the uniting bond of the empire.
Generally, Jen is difñcult to achieve, including an elaboraæ process ofteaching and
leaming and requiring the influence of a good social environment and good rulers. In

this process one has to wish for or seek Jen. For example "sought Jen and got Jen"
sounds easy, but it refers to the whole process of obtaining Jen.
The "golden rule" reflects Jen in practice. Good behavior is followed; it spreads. In
practiæ the Good mân acts acco¡ding to common sensa Certain rules normally belonging
to Jen must not be followed if the consequence or result is harmful. Here the ethical
agent has to assess different results and to choose the best way ofaction in the ethical
dilemma. Thus, in hisûory, the opposers of the last yin-tyrant were regarded as Jen.
Confucius valued profit least, fate more and Goodness most.

b. The Distribution of the Characteristics of Jen in the Analects

Cha¡acteristic

Number of the book

Ethical agents of Jen
The Good one 4, 6,9,14,
The relatior¡ship between a Gentleman and the Goodone 14
Knight, Jen is a maner of struggle and highly important 8, 15

Commorpeople 8
Historical persons 18,
confucius did not know whether certain persons wetre Jen, they hardly were 5,

5,5
Hui wasJen 6
Confr¡cius himself was notJeri 7

Identificatiqr of Jen with ottrcr Conoepts
Aüih¡de bwards par€nts; payng back their srvices 17, I
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Li is not

a suffisient condition for Jen 5

Jen is necessary tbr

Li

3, 3

loath to speak 12
't-ove 12
Reciprocity, "golden ru!e", negative 12
and positive 6
The Inclusive and exclusive Jen

Positive things 13, 17, 13,6
Good is brave, brave is not necessarily Good 14
Relationship between the wise and the Good 6
Faults a¡e allowed in Jen 4, 5

Difficult things are done, but stilt

the

Clever talk and a pretentious manner

epithet Jen is withheld. 5, 5
are mostly excluded from Jen

Not to use one's ability is excluded 17
Anxiety and unhap,piness a¡e excluded 9
Anitude lowards Jen

A Gentleman values Jen 4
is the ultimaæ value 15
The rarity of Jen in practice 15, 4
Confucius's exhortations for Jen 7, I
A wrong attitude: to be Jen only outwardly 12
Jen as an instrument to be used to gain fame is wrong 12

Jen

Jen in order to secure

power

15

Jen in order to endure and enjoY 4

The implications

ofjen

Jen is a br¡rden forthe knight

I

Sufferings 8
Courage 14
Not unhappy, no anxieties 14

Freefromevil 4
Goodness gives a neighborhood its beauty 4
Resting content with Goodne'ss 4

Liking, disliking, fiee fr,om evil 4,4
Obtaining Jen
to do the difEcult first, difñcult to Eer. 6, 12
Difficult things ar€ not a srfficient procondition for

len

To ga Jen through a learning process 19, 17
Sh¡d€nt-teacå€r relationship 15,
A sûrdent may outperform the teach€r 6
The impøtanæ ofthe social environmerit 15, 19' 12
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14, 19

1, 17

A Gentleman effects the outcome of Jen of the common people 8
The ruler as a good example 13, 12
Theeasinessof obtaining len 7,7
Jen in practice

"A golden rule" 6

A Good man in

the well, an example 6

Opposing the Yin-tyrant, Jen in the service of Chou ideology

l8

"The Master did not speak greatly about profit, but depended on fate and depended
on Goodness." AN.9:1, 9

This list shows that Confucian discursive thinking in connection with the ethical
agents, i.e. whether someone is Jen or not, appears in the genuine parts of the Analects.
This discussion in connection with the agents was not doreloped any firther in the later
strata.
The imporønt ethical rationalizations, the relationships berwoen Jen and Li and
also the "Golden rule" in a positive form appear in the authentic parts of the Analects.

This is the locus, where Confucius sta¡ted rational ethics or value theory on Chinese
soil. This theory is continued by considering which things are included in or excluded
from Jen. The question of necessary conditions and not necessary conditions are
discussed. This early theory implies also that certain defects is allowed. These
characteristics âre not developed significsritly further in the later slrata.
Jen is valued in the genuine parts, but in the later strata it is valued even more
highly, to the ultimum. The emphasis of an instrumental Jen appears in the later strata.
A tery interesting passage ofrational argument concerning Jen in order ¡o endure and
enjoy appears in the genuine parts.
The implications of Jen with the exception of the psychological notions of
coufege, unhappiness and anxiety are to be found mostly in the genuine parts of the
Analocts, especially in the Jen- chapter four. These to some extent follow the tadition
in Shih Ching emphasizing sociality and diffrculties, or suffering. The implications in
the later strata do not follow this t¡adition.
The process of learning Jen is mostly ûo be found in the less genuine parts of
the Analects.

Due to the very few occurrences of Jen in shu ching and Shih ching, it is not
possible to make a statistical comparison of the cha¡acteristics of Jen between these
souces and the Analects.5ÐHowever, a non-statistical comparircn can be made, of Jen
as

well

as

of the other terms.

c. Jen of Confucius, of Shu Ching and of Shih Ching
This important confucian concept of Jen was not importrnt in Shu ching or in Chou
ideology. In shu it has a transcendental dimension, because it concerns the king's

s til(KIIj

1982, pp.
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qualities in Heaven. In the Analects Jen does not refer to transcendence.
Although it does not relate conceptually to the terminology in Shu Ching its
philosophical cont€nts may be compared with the Chou ideology, which is clearly
apparent in Shu Ching. In this ideology the concept Te is the most sophisticâted of the
ethical conc€pts.
In Shih Ching Jen is an attribuæ of the ideal man. Shih Ching includes an aesthetic
and probably also an ethical value in Jen. Confucius's Jen resembles this in the fact that
it is an ethical quality of an ideal man. Compa¡ed with Jen in Shih Ching, Jen in
Confucius is almost a totally Confircian innovation.

d. Jen of Confucius and Te of Shu Ching and of Shih Ching
Te in Shu Ching and Shih Ching has many points in common with Jen in Confucius. It
seems that during Confucius's time there was a common understanding of virtue and

ethics generally. Confucius's Jen grows from this common glound, but as a concept it
is an innovation.
The Confucian innovations in Jen are not only some fairly new emphases, but in
addition to the similarities with tradition, he took up a number of new issues.
Confucius was several times unsure ahut whether someone could be called Jen or
not. This attitude of ignorance was new. In the ideological thinking all questions got a
reply. Those questions which it was not possible to reply to, were not asked. Confucius
removed this barrier of not asking unsuitable questions. This opened the way for
thoughts to travel in new direaions and to develop rational independent thinking in
order ûo acquire new knowledge.
Because Confucius had adopæd a new concept, it became neoessary úo defrne it:
how does Jen rclate to þtter lnown conoepts.
C.onfucius's definitions a¡e often pragmatic. He says what a person who is Jen does
or does not do: Love you fellow men. Do not do to others what you would not like
done to yornself. Another type of definition is the inclusive and exclusive Jen. These
definitions are lists of characteristics, which reprresent sets of moral qualities included in
Jen or excluded from it.

In the traditions of Shu Ching and Shih Ching ethics was mainly instrumental, for
administering the state. Confucius elevated ethics from this instrumental usage to an
r¡ltimatevalue in itself, altlrough hetoo saw Jen as an insÍrumentin certaincircumstanaes
He made his Jen a human value obAinable by human effort and possibly to be
understoodby ratiomal activity. He advocated ttris withouto,pposing theprevious ultimaæ
value, Heaven and Heaven's will, but he only rarely said anything about Heaven.
Confucius rationalized and humanized ethics. He also took the ideological aspects out

ofethics and studied etlics as such. This can be

see

in the conc€pt ofJen, but not

so

much in Te in the Analects.

Many songs in Shih Oring de.scribe feelings. Confrrcius brought the questions about
emotions, such as antipathies, sympathies, satisfaction and even aesthetics, inÛo the
reatm of ethics. Here Confucius ûo some extent tot¡ches the hedonistic points of view.
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Læaming and education are Confucian innovations in the ethical context. The social
environment and personal motivation or will are important in learning of Jen.
In Jen the "Golden rule" is a Confucian innovation. This rule arises more or less

from the background of repaying expressed in Shih Ching. In addition, the dilemma
situation, where one needs a choice, is new, as well as the accæ,ptance of critical
questions about Jen.

e. Jen

ofConfucius and of Lao Tzu

Jen is not a key term in Tao Te Ching. [¿o Tzu criticizes Confucius's Jen in which,

from Lao Tzu's point of view, the kind people, wbo are Jen, must have an action. As
such it is, in Lao Tzu's opinion, higher than the Confucian vi¡tues Yi and Li. Jen is not
to be recommended acco¡ding to lao Tzu, whereas according to Confucianism it is
highly recommendable, even necessary for the sage. In one instance lao Tzu regards
Jen as a good virnre.

f. Jen of Confucius and of Mo Tzu
Confucius handles Jen on a more personal level than is done in the Mohist writings.
or persons close to him are Jen, as
Confucius does. Both Confucius and Mo Tzu refer to legendary persons of antiquity.
Mo Tzu wants to criticize the Confucian view and to reveal some contadictions which
in his opinion underlay the Confucian principles of Jen. Mo Tzu rçgards Jen as originally
from Heaven, whereas Confucius does not pay attention to the transcendental beings or
phøromena in connection with Jen.

Mo Tzu does not discuss whethe¡ he himself

Confucius's Jen is an inclusive vifue, whereas the Mohist Jen is just one concept
which itself is included in the Mohist favorite docl¡ines as a necessary component. This
explains, the exaltation of the virtuous as a necessaÐ/ measure or precondition if the
ruler wants to do Goodness. Jen relates to the universal love through utility for the
world and through preventing calamities. In this respect, condemnation of the offensive
war belongs to Jen. Mo Tzu rejects music as useless; those who are Jen do not practice
iL He also rejects the fatalists as not Jen.
The Confucius view of the importance of and the influence on social contacts in

connection with Jen is not discussed by Mo Tzu. In obøining Jen, beside social
contacts, Confucius rcgards learning as important, whereas Mo Tzu prisses the issue
by. Both C-onfucius and Mo Ta¡ regrd the legendary kings as important good examples
of Jen. However, Mo Tzu, or Mohism, in its criticism of Conñrcianism stresses that
adherenoe to the old ideals does not necessa¡ily mean a stalemate conservatism. The old
kings were innovators in their time, and not advocates of stiffconservatism. Mohism
reprcsent a kind of "opposite" party, which sometimes in its criticism does not ty to
understand the Conñ¡cian position, but rather deliberaæly to misint€rprret iL However,
the Confucian idealism which is included in Jen may in its time have changed to some
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outer rituals without inner contentg a situation which was not zupported by Curfucius.
This phenomenon was the stimulus for the Mohist criticism, especially some time later
when the less reliable chapters were formed in the Mohist writings.

Mo Tzu does not reject the concept of Jen in itself

as a Confucian poison to be

opposed, but accepts the term and gives it a meaning which fits in witt¡ Mohist doctines.

In addition to the conceptual comparison of Mohist and Confucian Jen, it is useful to
throw some light on how the Mohist doctrine of Universal Love and the Confucian Jen
relate with one another.

Confucius limited Jen ûo a special area, whereas Mo Tzu related the universal love
to many other phenomena through argumentation and application. It seems that
Confucius's Jen has more connections with the human mind and inner qualities of the
human being, whereas the concept of universal love in Mo Tzu is more limited to
pmactical or pragmatic applications, to be realized in relation with other doctrines of Mo

Tzu.
In his argumentation Mo Tzu tries to introduce a kind of logical method, which is
mostly left aside by Confucius. This ca¡l be understood in the context of Mo Tzu's
motive, which was to criticize Confucianism and create an apology for his own ideas.
During Mo Tzu's time there was a clea¡ system to stårt from and to criticize, the system

of Confucius. When Confucius started to develop his ideas, hisorically, there was no
simila¡ well articulated system of thought available to him. However, the Taoist tadition
was known, but appafently it was not as well formed as Confucianism during early
Mohism. It is also noteworthy that Mohism does not criticize Taoism but takes a stand
as if there rvere no Taoism. It may be that in the ruling circles Taoism was not
important and that the Confucian ideas were openly debated during Mo Tzu's time.
Howwer, it has bæn

seen

that C.onfucius was awa¡e of the Taoist tradition and Taoism

wari aware of the Confucian tradition.
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